ALETA
Find your inner flow and learn how to dance

Aleta is your new guide to the world of dance!

Here are some features:

- Projects from its base a hologram of a human to be your dancing guide (or can project multiple people too to dance in a crowd!)
- Camera scans surroundings and user to track your ability to move and flow
- Can choose for the camera to record your progress of dance to look back on your journey
- Comes with an app that holds hundreds of lessons and paths to explore
- Attach Aleta to any ceiling to begin to build your connection between body and soul

Aleta is meant to be the first step for any beginner dancer to find one’s inner flow. Their purpose is to not only make you a better dancer, but much more importantly guide you to learn how to feel comfortable in your own body. Aleta’s main goal is to let you fully explore the motions that your own body can create and find beauty in those motions.

With Aleta, first you learn by imitating the guide, then you learn by letting loose and expressing yourself in the same space as Aleta’s dancer(s) (i.e. holograms). Here, you can explore your own flow, rhythm, and expression.

User Manual

1) Connect Aleta to your phone using the Aleta app

2) Choose what you want to explore on the app! You can explore any of the classes Aleta has to offer. If you have no clue what’s going on, don’t worry! Just launch Aleta’s beginning lessons and with her camera, and she can compare what dances fit the best to your body.

3) Play all you want! Once a lesson is chosen, a guide will be projected on the floor to gently lead you in that dance. You can choose to watch, follow, or do your own thing!

4) Once Aleta sees you’ve become comfortable with this lesson, she suggests other paths to explore if you wish to continue exploring different movements